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Introduction
(By the creator and author of www.fastlane.info)
Steven Soh Teck Toh needs no introduction to many in Malaysia especially those in the financial
industry where he has earned the title of Mr Mutual Fund. However, as a close friend and associate of
his for almost two decades, I feel it expedient to write this introduction of the heart and mind of the
man that many may not be fully aware of yet. In so doing, I believe if you have any business or social
relationship with him, you need to fully understand and appreciate this aspect of the man in order to
strike a closer synergy with him. Keep an open mind as you connect to him for mutual endeavours and
it will produce a synergistic force that will breakthrough any barriers for your success in this world of
opportunity and challenges that we live in.
You see, everyone of us have feelings and thoughts which we sometimes take for granted and are not
fully aware of. Steven is one man who has early in his life been moulded in his heart and mind for
success but not quite like everyone else I might add. Like the master craftsman who tempers the hot
piece of iron to become a work of art and splendor, Steven had in his life been the master craftsman of
his own feelings and thoughts to produce the best he can in his life. He has an incessant belief in doing
it the right way that some may mistake him to be a religious preacher and yet he cannot be classified as
religious. Nevertheless, he constantly repeats to himself and others basic principles of truth of life.
Today Steven is one of the few qualified businessmen that can stand at the podium to bear a living
testimony to others of the true principles of life. After all he is the product of living a principled
centered life.
I like to emphasize that his testimony of these truths have not come from years of reading seminary
books though he is a firm believer in the benefit of reading but from the pure practice of those
principles that he has read and applied in his social and business world. These principles are embedded
in the logo found in the front cover that has become symbolic of his entrepreneurial spirit which is
explained as follows :
The Circle represents that in life, “What Goes Around Comes Around”, compounded.
The Twin symmetrical fishes represent whatever you do in life, there must be a balance.(Ying & Yang)
The space between the two fishes forming the letter 'S' represents Success
The two vertical lines represent that success must be founded upon the two pillars of Integrity &
Honesty and Justice & Fairness

The colors gold represents wealth and opportunities, the red represents prosperity

The Life Story
Soh Cheong Keong became a famous businessman after he married Ong Lye Poh. They had a shop at
Jalan Bunga Raya, Melaka selling salted fish. They had 8 children – 4 girls and 4 boys.
At the beginning Ong Lye Poh had saved up RM10,000.00 to help husband start the business. It slowly
grew until it became well known making the Soh Family prominent in Melaka.
Although she had no educational background it did not prevent her from having an investor’s spirit.
She used her savings to acquire a piece of land to build a double story shop lot which later than sold for
many times the value purchased.
Being a firm Buddhist, Lye Poh believed in helping others. She says “it is OK when people harass you,
you can still sleep but when you harass people, you can’t sleep at all”.
She also strongly despises the idea of charging interest on loans which was popular in Melaka, even
during that time. When she lends money to others she always believes – “It is ashamed to collect
interest from others as it tends to create more difficulties in their life” and help should not be given
with a fee.
Her husband, Soh Cheong Keong is an idealist, who believes in people’s integrity. He carried out
business without needing any written agreement as he believed in every business one must trust another
and held by his word.
They were devoted parents although they were busy taking care of the business. In this household, a
boy named Soh Teck Toh was born as the 7th child in 1936.
As the youngest boy in the family he was very involved with the family business. At a tender age, he
had already started to help his father in every aspect of the business. This involved catching, cleaning,
salting and selling fish.
Teck Toh started his school at the age of 9 because of the Japanese occupation. Although he started

late, he could pick things up very fast. This allowed him to be one of the highest achievers in school
within his family and became the top of his class.
His father gave him a bicycle for his academic achievements and additional allowance as incentive to
continue to do well in his studies.
He attended Methodist Boys School and later went to St. Francis Institution for his secondary school.
At the age of 16, things started to take a bad turn for the family…
The business went on bankruptcy when his father was cheated by a Singaporean supplier. It was
because he believed in trust and being illiterate, he signed court letters blindly and eventually lost the
entire business.
Due to the shock involved Cheng Keong became sick and eventually passed away. This is when Teck
Toh told himself that when he starts his own business he will not go down the road of cheating others.
Instead of eroding his faith in his father’s beliefs, it only strengthened it. He understood the pain and
suffering it could cause to others especially after experiencing it himself.
Teck Toh had to support his family financially during this period and studies became secondary. Still
he managed to scrap through his Form 5. Things became sores when his mother was rejected by his
uncle to support him through his Form 6 in Melaka High School. Outside the gates of the school, Teck
Toh cried and promised himself that he will make a lot of money so that his children will not have to
face the same fate.
Having gone through all the tough times, he wanted his mother to live comfortably as she had worked
so hard. It was his wish to provide her with that lifestyle and made it one of his goals. He tried many
ways on his own but unfortunately because of his straight forwardness and stubbornness, he did not
make it.
In 1970 when Teck Toh was overseas preparing himself, his mother passed away at the age of 70. He
did not want to cry because she had suffered long enough. What was painful to him was he could not
fulfill his wish for his mother. To cherish her memory, he decided to take care of the family in his

mother’s stead as it was what she would have wanted.

THE EMERGENCE OF STEVEN SOH TECK TOH
In 1964, just before leaving to New York to continue his higher studies he was convinced by the
Security’s Manager at Melaka Security Company to join as a Share Broker. This is when destiny took
its course for Teck Toh, which would eventually lead him to be known as Steven Soh.
Despite a low starting salary he made his choice as he had a bigger goal in mind. He wanted to learn
the tools of the trade as he saw a lot of potential in the business and wanted to equip himself with the
knowledge and skills to establish one of his own.
After two and a half years, he became a qualified Share Broker. However he did not feel that his
professional knowledge was enough to start up his company and felt that he needed a professional
course to be taken overseas.
He had another obstacle to tackle. He had to raise enough money for a year’s worth in expenditures for
his studies in London within 2 months. This led him to become an insurance agent as it only took a
salesman wit and recommendation for him to qualify.
Through his application of human relationship, he managed to earn that money through the support of
his clients knowing that he needed the income to further his studies. With that, he accepted the offer to
study in England.
Because his course in London was not full time held only in evening, it allowed him to work during the
day. He joined London Strauss, Turnbull & Co. to become an Administrator Trainee. This provided
him with enough money to cover his daily expenses.
During this time was when he encountered a book entitled Mutual Funds & Unit Trusts written by C.O.
Merriman F.C.A. The contents of the book brought a new revelation for him. It showed him the
potential of unit trust with examples such as a 100 times growth within 12 years in Japan unit trusts
market.
There was only one unit trust within the 3 mutual funds made available at that time in Malaysia, which

was called Asia Unit Trusts. This was when he decided to establish his Unit Trust Company instead of
a stock broking firm.
However, his family was not thrilled with the changed idea as they believed that he should set out to do
what he paid for. Despite the objections from everyone, he carried out his plan to establish what was
known as Kuala Lumpur Mutual Fund.
It took him 6 years to get the licence for him to operate the company. But through sheer persistence,
perseverance, and after constantly putting enough pressure on the officers of the Ministry of Finance,
the licence was approved.

THE KLMF ERA
Training was KL Mutual’s thrust and still is today as Steven knew from the very beginning that
training was the best way to built up a sales force as the public needed to be sold. A die-hard believer in
training and he firmly subscribed to on-going structured training and support programmes to ensure its
sales force carve out a good living and able to sustain and maintain an above average livelihood. KL
Mutual provided the best training and development resources since it started.
He single handedly recruited and trained the pioneer batches of agents in product knowledge,
salesmanship, stock market, technical and fundamental analyses. He did not believe in head hunting
sales people from other industries for fear of “importing” unethical streetwise sales tactics and
practices. On the other hand, if one were to care to check the key personnel profile of the other top unit
trust managers, one would certainly find that most of them are “imports” from KL Mutual. A new
player need not reinvent the wheel to set up unit trust management services. Why incur unnecessary
expenditure in training when you can acquire the services of the best trained and experienced
manpower from KL Mutual.
In the first meeting of the sales force, Teck Toh told them his first objective in KLMF would be to
known as the best performing and biggest company in Malaysia. KLMF was to overtake MIC Unit
Trust in 3-5 years to come and Asia Unit Trust 5 to 7 years except MARA Unit Trust as it was a
Government Project. KLMF overtook MIC Unit Trust in the 4 th year and in the 7th year it overtook all
the other companies in Malaysia. When he retired from the company in 1993, KLMF had 57.1% of the
market shares among the 15 management companies made up mostly of banks’ subsidiaries. KLMF
had the smallest paid up capital of only RM 100,000.00
KL Mutual made a debut with its maiden KL Savings Fund in 1981 and only launched its second in
1984. Today, it has 56 funds with a total net asset value of RM27.91 billion as at 31 December 2007
and chalked up almost 40% of the private unit trust funds under management. Its closest rival now is
Arab-Malaysian Investment Services which managed RM9.20 billion or 13.12% of private funds or a
third the size of Public Mutual’s.

Epilogue
Having learnt of the Heart and Mind of Steven Soh and his life's story, one can only become more
optimistic of the future especially of the business world. We need more men like him to be at the helm
of businesses to make this world a better place. Though not a religious man, Steven has a definite
spiritual element in him. His life of success and achievement is not one of coincidences but of sheer
determination and a personal decision to succeed only under the preconditions of the two pillars that
has become his hall mark and business logo.
He definitely qualifies for the accolade given only to top Malaysian leaders in possession of Malaysian
Qualities (MQ) ie; Strategy, compassion, fairness, tolerance, hard work, determination, that everenquiring mind, that ability to communicate new and original ideas to the masses, social engineer par
excellence.
His heart is quick to forgive his debtors and those who oppress him. Such is the real triumph of his life,
not of the wealth and riches he can attain for himself and those who associate with him but how well he
has overcome himself from keeping any malice or negative thoughts towards those who seek to hurt
him. True winners do not compete with others but themselves and in this respect, Steven truly can only
outdo himself in being the top performer in any venture that he puts his heart and mind into.
His mind is set to achieve big and audacious dreams of which two has been fulfilled. One was to create
the biggest and best performing Mutual Fund Company in Malaysia. The other was becoming a
millionaire. He is still working on assisting at least 100 principled people to become millionaires. I
truly hope that you can be one of them and that knowing the Heart and Mind of he who had done it will
help you connect, synergize and futureize the world together with him!
From the creator and author
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